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Abstract Waterscape Artist

“My art represents how everything in my past
has shaped the way I see the world today.” - Lee

BIOGRAPHY
Lee Vann is a contemporary abstract artist who uses his camera to paint water and light. He
grew up in a small town in Alabama and currently resides in Atlanta, Georgia. Nature has always been his place of solace. From his early years as a boy surrounding himself with adventures in the woods to now, nature has been at the root of it all.
A go-getter, he received his 4-year BA in Business Administration in less than 2 years, with a 4.0
GPA to boot. Upon studying business in Harvard’s acclaimed Program for Leadership Development and after 20 years working in the corporate world, he decided to fully pursue his creative passions in 2008. Studying under photographers with decades of experience as well as
professional photography studies at the Portfolio Center, he launched a photography style all
his own.
Nature and water are his subjects of focus, bringing abstract images to light. With his limited
edition sublimation on metal art photography, he brings the viewer into a world full of rich
color and depth as if they were looking at water themselves. Using a metal surface to showcase
his photography brings another natural, yet contemporary element to his work. People are
amazed at his visual perspective of the world. The blend of colors, composition and subject
allows viewers to see new things in his work time and time again.
When Lee is not behind the camera focusing his sights on nature’s reflections, color, and light,
he can be found in his studio studying light capture techniques. When not working on location
in nature or in his studio, he is likely longing for the feeling he gets when behind the camera.
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